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This document contains information on Developer/2000 Release 1.3.2.
These release notes describe the following:
• Installation of Release 1.3.2
• Release Restrictions
• Known Problems and Workarounds

Installation of Release 1.3.2


SQL*Net Patch

Before installing Developer/2000 Release 1.3.2, be sure to note that a SQL*Net patch for bug 438693 must be applied to Oracle7 Server Version 7.3.2.3 for Alpha OpenVMS. If the patch is not applied, users will get ORA–0602 “internal programming exception” messages when GUICORE23 and REPORTS25 database tables are loaded. This patch is included on the Developer/2000 media at the following location: <cdrom_device>.[patch_438693].
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Client–only Installation: “Loading Tables to a Remote Database”

If your Developer/2000 Client–only installation is configured to access a remote Oracle7 Server, then instructions are applicable after step 2 in the Developer/2000 OpenVMS User’s Guide, Appendix C, section “Loading Tables to a Remote Database.”

$ set default ORA_INSTALL

Run the ORA_D2K_CLIENT_ONLY_DBTABLES.COM for each Developer/2000 product in the following order:

- GUICORE23
- PROCBUILDER
- GRAPHICS25
- FORMS45, REPORTS25

For example:

$ @ORA_D2K_CLIENT_ONLY_DBTABLES.COM GUICORE23 I

The second parameter specifies the type of database table load. ”I” initializes the tables, ”U” upgrades the tables, and ”D” installs the DEMO tables.

Release Restrictions

- Developer/2000 Release 1.3.2 does not support mailing reports from Oracle Reports. This feature is dependent on Oracle Office, a product which is not longer ported to OpenVMS.
- Sound and Video are not supported with Developer/2000 Release 1.3.2 for Alpha OpenVMS.

Known Problems and Workarounds

In a client–only installation, RDBMS messages (i.e., ORA–XXXX) are not retrievable until you define ORA_DFLT_HOSTSTR to a valid connect string of a remote database.